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· ABSTRACT 
_Re·cent increased interest in off~line data communications 
-networks has suggested· the utility ·o.f an investigation of the 
\. 
feasibility of pre-scheduling a network of this type. Two 
different scheduling algorithms are proposed and developed. 
The first is based .on.a branch and bound solution of a 
- mixed int~ger progra.m. The second is a systematic, approximation 
to a dynamic programming solution. The feasibility~of both 
algorithms is evaluated. The effect of pre-scheduling .a.network 
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. . ~ current literature. in the field of communications network mode1·1ng· 
. . 
. hag arisen almost entirely from attempts to rationalize three existing 
network types : 
. ' . 
(1) The commercial telephone switc~ing network-topographically 
:~ 
' dependent on the physical configurat·ion ot· tne central . . 
switching equipment utilized, 
' 
. ... (2) The military communications network based on ,dis'persed 
switching points a~d completely raµdom routing, , 
(3) The inter-switching-center trunking problem of optimizing· 
routes and routing. 
Generally, these problem classes are characterized by: 
(1). congestion in the central switching point, 
(2) congestion in the terminal nodes, 
· (3) congestion in links between nodes~ 
.. ,.: 
.With continuing···growth· in electronic data processing applications,· 
ot .. her types of communications networks have been established for which 
.~ little analysis work has been doQ.e. Of these, this thesis will be 
·concerned only with off-line data transmission over voice grade 
0 
telephone lines·, interconnected ·~at a central switching point (or 
points). For a network of this. type the critical economic consider-
ation is terminal ·cost. Line and switching costs are negligible. 
: . 
. Two· baste network· configurations have been p·roposed to fulfill . . 
·this need. In the first, switching is controlled by a computer at the 
. . 
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sto~ing messages to be forwarded at a later time if ~heir destination 
l. 
:ls busy at that moment. 
t 
The second network configuration is one with no computer control. 
Access to links can be competitive or can be under control of a 
schedule. In either configuration, sufficient swi t-ching and line 
capacity is provided so that when congestion occurs it is due to com-
pet it ion, for access to terminal faci 1 it ies. 
·: -~ 7"· 
, . 
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it is necessary to analyze each alternative in depth. lt is the pur-
p~se of this thesis to develop scheduling algorithms for networks of 
this type and to determine the. effect of scheduling on network per-
formance. For a compariso~ of computer controlled operation to coJi1-
petitive access operation, the reader _is referred to (31). 
I-B Communications Network Model~ , 
Before discussing specific developments in communic$tion network 
model~ng, it is necessary to define the more significant terms that 
will be used·throughout this paper. 
1.· Node: . a communication center,, which receives, switches or trans-
mits messages. 
·2. Li~: a one-way communication channel. 
3. 
4 .. 
Network.: . a finite collection of nodes connected to each otl:E r 
by links. · · 
:M~ssage: specified by origin, destination,. length,·. priority and 
' origination. time. 
5. Ro~t.ing Procodu1·e: a <lP.i..!ision rule wh"ich is .exercised when a 
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7, . Queue Discipline:. .a priority rule. ~hich determines a . message's 
· relative position in the queue. 
8. Message Delay: The total time the message spends is the net 
less the direct transmission time. 
, .. 
9. Traffic Matrix: the ijkth entry, Dijk• in this matrix describes 
' . the average number of messages generated in period k which have 
origi.n i and destination j. 
In designing a commercial telephone network, the princip~e 
economic balance is between the· ·expected message delay in the system 
due to congestion and the cost of the central switching equipment. 
. 
' Customer terminal equipment has ,no effect on congestion and so it 
is considered a fixed cost. The goal of a good design is to provide .,.. ,,. 
/ 
service of acceptable q.uality ·at the minimal cost.. One way in i 
which better service. can be provided is to duplex th~ switching 
equipment •. 
if only for 
.Since almost 
. . ' 
reliability, 
all telephone equipment must be multipliedl, 
good design i~ concorned with determining 
. ~ ..... 
the minimum equipment duplication necessary to serve the existing 
traffic pattern. ,, Thi·s need to determine the minimal necessary dupli-
.• 
.cation has given birth· to a whole field of ~pplied statistics known as · .. ' . . 
-·. 
queueing theory. The recognized pioneer in the field is A. K. Erlang •. · 
. .I 




. ·statistical equilibrium to telephone traffic. This concept was identi-
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1A technical .. t.erm used. in the telephone indust:riy .. t·o denote c;luplic_at~ equip~ent used sim~l taneously. and ~av~ng acces·s .. to the same input and output devices. 
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. Kolmogorov in 1933. Underlying this whole appropch and thus the 
\· . . 
~ 0 • great majority of all queueing work t.o date is this assump~iori of 
. . ~ 
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· · -~. stati·stical equilibrium that is 6nly approached as the number of 
-. 
sources· approaches infinity. . ,• Little work has been done for a· 
network with a finite number of sources. The pion~ering work in 
the area of finite sources is a paper by T. Engst (5). The most 
comprehensive. modern text on the application of queueing theory 
.. 




"' · .. Queueing- is the cla~sic,al approach to network design. Recen~ly, 
• 
.'ii 
• emphasis has shifted t~ som~ more modern approaches directed _towa'rd 
finding the optimal network structure· rather than determining ho~ 
... 
,, .... -i.,- .. 
·much to multiple an existing structure. V. E. Benes (5),(6),(7),(6) 
has done considerable work on formalizing the study of the algebraic 
.,., 
. 
arid topological prop·erties of connecting networks using group theory 
notation. T. A. Gibson·andR. F. Grantges (12) have made a study 
\ 
of heuristic~ junctor assignment rules and developed a "game playing~' 
. -
, . 
assignment algorithm (not connected with formal game theory except . 
• • 
- I ~ in the· broadest sense,.) D •. R. Fulkerson (11) noted -the applicability 
· of· standard PERT techniques to t.he progress of a message through a 
. -
network· with alt~rnate routings. a~µ stocha-stic delays but it has · 
. . 
not as yet been applied extensively .. 
In the military communications network, the primary objective is··-
' . ·.·graceful. Qegradat1.on. of .ope~ation und~r extensive combat damage. The 
, ,;, 
. ,·' - ' ' ,. 
,accomplishment of this objective. requires .extensive decentralization. of ' . . .' . - '. 
'\ . . . 
' .. · . _;_ ... 
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1 ' I other node but this is seldf>Dl possible. In most ana,lytic approaches 
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' . 
to ~his type· of network (18), (24) ,- (25), (16) it is assumed that 
I 
I 
when -node . or link failu·re . occurs, all .messages · triking, routes 
previously including that path are routed by a random walk procedure. 
until a directory can be reestablished at each "node. The relative 
network efficiencies under random routing and direc~ory routing 
thave been established (24), (25) and criteria determined for the 
-~election of optimal directory size. As in the case of the . 
commercial network, developments in military networks have almost 
" always" ~een based qn the as.sumption of Markov models • 
The inter-switching-center trunk routing problem has also 
benefited from the application of new techniques. Most communications 
network problems are now- described in graph t~eory terminology and 
especially those problems related to routing (18), (5), (7). · The 
,• , .. 
most comprehensive treatment of :thi~ -type of problem is found in 
L. R. Ford and D. R. Fulkerson's text network flow (10). Their 
primary.~oncern is. the solution of t~e "Hitchcocku problem or 
commodity transportati,on problem with volume constraints but this- · , 
. ' 
~ 
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j, : ... · 
• 
,,, ' 
R.·- T. Chien (8) and W~taru Maye4a (22) have developed a procedu;re - _ 
·. for the systematic synthesis of a network from the- tenninal capacity· 
·ma·trix. Terminal capacity matrices list the largest required tra.fflc 
• 
. . ~low, for· each· termi~a.1 pail;'. Chien has determined a method of finding· 
. 
' 
. the. ··s)Jlallest link capaci tiEi:> ·t11at are· consistent with t_he tenniQal 
· capaci·ty matrix. The algorithm· he proposes involves a sys:~ematic _. 
,, - ' '.1, ' 
. ... . 
• ' , f 
. . ' 
'· 
~ .. · .. ~atrix. partitioning. seai-·ch similar to the "Branc11 and B011Ddtf techniques .. · . · 
.. . . . 
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·~· 
developed ind8~nden t1Y. h;v A. ·H. · Land a~d :A~· q. Doig (19) • · 'l'he Branch . 
I' ~ ~ and Bound technique will be ·d.iscussed later in this paper. The princi~ · 
. . ... 
. 
' 
ple difference between the two methods is that Chien knows the minimum 
· total of branch capacities before the search begins while the Branch 
and Bound algorithm seeks an unknown optimum. A somewhat different 
approach to a similar problem has been advanced~by Z. Prihar (23). 
Prihar's technique depends more heavily on graph theory. R. E. Gomory 
and· T. C. Hu have developed a linear programming formulation of the 
network synthesis problem that is computationally more diffi~lt 
. . 
.., than Chien:'s but has the advantage of minimizing the sum of link 'cos.ts 
.. (13), (14). J. T. Robocker has developed a decomposition theorem. 
for multi-commodity network flows and generalized the linear· 
programming formulation to this case (26). A solution to the 
'1 scheduling of a Hub type transportation problem structurally very 
;~ 
si~ilar to the network to be considered in this paper using a linear 
.programming fo~ulat~on has been d~veloped by J. G. Minos and 
L~ :··a. Mitten as repo;rted .by S. E. Elrnaghraby (9). 
It seems very likely that considerable work has·been done in 
" scheduling and queue1:ng analysis for time-sharing computer systems.· 
.... ,., 
·At the present time ve~y 1.1 t tle . has. been published in. this area. , · '. 
. Some rudimentary res·u1 ts are available in Kleinrock (18) and by 
Schwarts, et. al. (27). It is·hoped that this paper.will prove·.to ... 
:, . . 
be a contribution to the field of ne·twork sche.duling •. 
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··1t. - I . TWO APPROACHES TO SCHEDULING .) ' ·• 
, ' 
. J The com,nunications network scheduling problem to be considered_· 
· in this ~~per is classified as a " . " Job_-shop scheduling problem in 
the broadest s~nse.,._ That is to say, it requires the assignment of 
_individual pieces of equipment to particular jobs (messages) in 
some optimal sequence. When a piece of equipment is serving one ~~-
job it cannot be assigned to another. 
The only certain way ·to arriv~ at an optimal job shop schedule 
-
0 
- except in. ce~tain · specific cases is_ by enumeration (20) . The only 
possible excepti·on to -the previous statement· is the application 
. •, ,. 
. . 
-~. 
of integer linear programming to ~he job shop scheduling problem 
using·Gomory's ~~chniques· (28) . 
~ 
Two techniques.have been developed-to inqrease the efficiency 
. . " . " . 
of an enumeration process~ These are .the_ Branch and Bound tec~nique 
., 
and "Dynamic Programming". Both techniques are systematic w-ays to 
partition the set of alt possfble solutions -~() that the ~numeration 
-~ . . . 
of some subsets i-s un:µecessary. · .. 
· II - A Branch and Bo~nd Algorithms 
-The Branch and Bound,approach was first·applied as such by 
A. H. Land and -A. G. Doig· :in 1960_ to a mixed :integer- programming 
problem (19)-~ Since that. t:i.me it has·been ~pplied.to non-linear 
.... · ·p~ogramming, the traveling salesman problem,· the .quadratic assignment 




. problem, switching- circui~ minimiza·tion, artificial int~lligence and~ 
: . 
' 
. pure combinations.· A useful · review and bibliography for this tech-, ' 
_----f 
nique can be found j· 11·; l1e r1:t .. :,~11t pa1:,;.er- by Lawler & Wotx;l (21). The 
'· . 
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. . branch and bound search procedure can be represented by a tree 
' 
· .. diagram (Fi~re 1) . The root node represent~·the set of all ~o~sible 
-~ . solutions to the origin.al problem. -The branches ·emanating from the 
. 
. 
root:··e~ch·r~pre~ents a subset.6f the· original set. The tinion of ,: . 
the subsets associated with every branch out of a node must be 
identical to the set represented by the original node . 
. Where.· Ai. are the subsets of A segregated by the ·branching rul'e P1~. ·, ·. 
·,. 









. . . 
,, : 
The algorithm is most efficient if the interse~tion of any \ 
two subsets formed by a decisio:p rule is a null set. 
. 






'!I'f <Property 1·· and Property, 2 hold true for the subsets of A then these. 
sub.s.~.ts · are · said .to_ form .. a par-ti.ti on of A. Property 2 is in fact true 
· for all applicat·ions of the technique made to date.·· In practice, · it 
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\ 
. 
. ··. , .... · Define a branching rule· P1 such. that · 
, 
' . I ,,, I' 
'',· '1. ' •· •. ,!, ... _ ,t·,'. -
. ' ,• . ,c:, _.1· 
. ' . . . . ',·· 
·' . ,, . 
. ..... 
. ,.., 
' ' ' . 
' ' 1 - ' - ~ • • : " ' 
•--' 'I '. ,,· 
• 
' . ' 
.Pi .t· A l ........ > { A1 , A2 , · •..... A.· f r.- . n , . . .. ... ... . . . ·: . . 1 ) . 
• 
·1 I ' i '·; ... . . " 
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. . ' ... 
( . .· 
. . 
~ •I . f .. 
. · ... :, 
. •. 
~ 1 • • •> •• I ;.. . ... 
"' 
A1 , .. ·.An such that prop.e~ty 1 is satisfied. 
Likewise 
.Am'l . . • . r 
• 
The sequential application of Pi and Pj will be denoted PiPj j A} 
note that 
'·' 
___.> t A1_nA1 ', A1 ('; A2 ' .' ... A1 (1Am' ,A2n A1·' , •. _.AnnA111 '} · 
Now if A is comp·osed .of individual solution elements aj(j=l_,2 ••.• m) 
' we can define Property 3 as follows: 
PROPERTY.3: For the set of all possible solutions, A there .exists· 
a group of .. operators such that 
PiP.Pk • • • Pp{ A i ~ \al, 82' 83' ... 8m } J. 
'* ;J;i 
Property 3 can be·1 restated as 
" 
f,ollows, there • combination 1S some 
t_hat partitions A into its individual solution. -, 




I In order to complete the branch and bound process it is necessarr 
.. at each node to determine an upper boWld on the optimal solution 
. · belonging to that subset. The upper bound may correspond to an 
' 
.. , ' ·· 1nfe"ifsi-ble solution and tneref ore may not be a realizable optimum when 




i · .In order to _a.pply · the Q~anch a.nd _Bound technique ·to , any· pro]?lem· • . •I ~ 
,. 
. • ' ' , I 
<l 
' 
three conditions arenece~sary: 
. . ' ~ •- ·.. ::i ', ' . ', 
, 
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. Property 1 . ,. 
, ' . . ' The original solution space A_ must have Property 3 .... ·. 
Some technique must exist -to determine the upper bound of optimal· 
values for each subset. · 
The search for a maximum proceeds in the following manner. Rule· 
P1 is applied to the set A of all solutions, mapping it into subsets 
A1 , A2 , ••• An. The upper bound for optimal solutions in each subset .. is · 
, .. 
evaluated. That subset A for which the ·bound is highest is divided. r 
into sU:bsets (A 1 ,A 2 , •• • A J by rule P2 , and t.he rem~ining subsets . . r r r . 
Ai,i~r are bypassed. The upper bound for each of these subsets Arj 
is evaluated and compared with the upper bound o:fi. all pre':7iously by-
~assed subsets. The subset with the highest upp~r .bound is now chosen. 
·. If that subset consists of· a single element then that is the optimal , 
solution, if :hot then the chosen subset is further subdi-vided by ruI:e ,, 
P3 and the process is repeated. Eventually, if set A has property 3, 
this search must find a single sblution whose value is greater than 
or equal to the upper bounds of all other subsets«· of soluti-ons and 
this solution is·the optimum. 
( 
. . 
At worst, fhis process may 4 involve the enumeration and computation 
. , of all· pos.sible solutions plu~ the intermediate calculation of all 
subset bounds. 
" II-:Q A Branch and ·l3ound Algorithm for Solving Mixed Integer Programs . 
. Having Values O or 1 
Consider an integer programµiing ·problem with 3 Vari.ables each 
' . 
. .. ':;_-; ·.· ·. 
·1.. ••. 
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SIMPLIFIED BRANCH AND BOUND SEARCH PROCEDURE 
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' l. \'. 
. I 
. •·. l. ,,• 
• • 
·• ' . 
' f1 
"' 
· ·.' '· tlearch' is sh~ in· Fi~e 2. - Tile branching rule' Pi fOr each ,.18vel · 'is 
I 
1the. alter~ative i~tegerization of the 1th·· variable mapping s- into· ' . 
<) 
. subs8ts ( i 1 ] . consisting of solution vectors X such that x1 , the i th. 
·, component of X is l and [ Xi] consisting of X whose it~ components 
are O. Each of these rules forms a partition of the solution space" 
r.-
J Sand the set of rules P1,P ,P possess property 3. · _ 2 3 
To establish a lower bound for a subset it is necessary only to 
solve the linear programming problem by some convenient algorithm with_ 
only th,ose integer constraints that are appropriate to the particular 
subset. The functional value obt·a1ned in this way will be less than 
or equal to any completely integerized solution in the subset. 
At node l for example the equivalent linear program is solved 
with no integer constraints. Nodes 2 and 3 represent alternative 
integerizations of variable num~er 1. If F1 is the functional value 
of the optimal solution (i.~., the minimum) at node l, then it is-








F· < F3 '· ,1 -
' 
. 
. ·where F2 and F3 are the optimal functional values at ~odes 2 and 3 
respectively, because· the new constraint __ put on the problem by the( 
in~e~er value .of variable x1 could only have decreased the solution 
space and thus could. never have added a better solution point to it. 
~. 
-----.. ·-····· .- ... -
. Th;l.s. is illustrated in _;Figure 3 .. 
I . 
· •. ' '1 
' ' ".,;.~ : 
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_ By i.nduction, · it can be seen that · 
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··- F2 < min 
-
(FS, F9~ _FlO' Fll). \ 
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THE.CONVEX SOLUTION SPACE FOR THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION . ,• 
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· · .value ·of the functional at any node in the . subtree of which it is 
the root. Thus, as long as node'~ can be found elsewhere in the tree·· 
that have a functional value less than F2 , there is no need to investi-
gate any of the nodes in subtree 2. Moreover, if a fourth level node 
is reached by some path through the tree and the functional value of 
this node is less than or equal to the functional value of !any by-
passed node, then the 'solution at the· 4th level node is the optimal 
.. integer solutiQn to.the problem . ., 
' In an actual solution, the al~orithm would evaluate the Linear 
· Program at node 2 and at node 3, (i.e., ·with variable x1 set to z·ero 
and one respectively.) S:uppose the functional value at 2 is greater. 
. 
' 
.. Then node 2 would· be bypassed an~· nodes 6 and 7 would be evaluated. 
Suppose the.functional value at 7 is the.miniJnum of F~ 1 F6 or F7 . Then 
-2 and 6 are bypassed ,nd 14 and 15 evaluated. If the functional value :-. .. .. -~ . ,, 
H 
I 
_.at ·14 or 15'-~s l~ss th~n -F2 and F6 then it is the.·optimal solut~on. 
~· 
·~ . ~ Should the, functional at 2 be least, then_ 14, 15 and 6 would be · 
-~ypassed .. and nodes 4 and 5 evaluated,. Because P1 ,P2 and P3 possess· 
property 3, a solution .. on level 4 must eventually -be found less than 
·' or· equal· to all bypassed nodes and it is the optimw.n. solution .. 
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. I ·. J 
· .. Dynamic Progr~ing is a bro~d term applied to.~~ny .types of 
•' -
n , , 
recurs! vely structured_ optimization techniqu ..es~. ~ · .. The tei;minoloJY· . . 
' . 
. ~ 






·- . evolve into a powerful mathematical tool (2 ), (1) , (1.5) • The 
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. ' . : t . ; . . .,'.•. 
.• i}(, .. ,'. . ' ... /' . 
. . . ~ 
•, "J ~ ~ " ~ 
original formulations were intui ti.ve and almost anti-mathematical 
in tone and even current developnents in the field are hampered by 
the lack of. a.systematic, rigorous approach· to this type of problem" 
, 
Most texts introduce this technique by a sequence of increasingly 
difficult examples from which the reader must distill the essence 
of the technique.. The presentation here will follow that pattern, . 
avoiding es much as possible unnecessary duplication of the literature 
and yet providing a logical basis for the development of a.dynamic 
' {\, 
. 
programming algorithm for the network scheduling problem. 
Consider the following problem: 
(2.1) max R(X1 ,.x2, •• ·Xn> = g1 (~1 ) + g2 (X2 ) •.• gn(Xn). . . .\ 
. 
• Subject to the constra~nt ... •- .. 
'(2 .2) < -·x + X2 + ..... ~ X . 1 
- ~ 
(2.3) X1 > 0 (i - 1,2 • ·.,, .•. n) 
-
-
The structure of this problem is typical. of problems seeking optimal , 
utilization of ia lfmited resource. If the gi (x1 ) are continuous, · 
differentiable functions, this problem can be solved using s.tandard 
calculus techniques.· . Using a Lagrange multi plier X we form the 
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. . :-r • 
. .. Setting the partial derivatives equal to zero we obtain equations:· · ·-··.: . .._ ......... ~ 
.. of 'the form -
(2.5) d (1 = 1, 2 . . . . n) ---dXi 
Solving for~ in terms of~ say x1 = h1 (X), the constraint (2.2) 
becomes 
(2.6) + . ~~ ( ~ ) . + • • • • hn ( X ) = X 
These relations can be solved for~,~, (i = 1,. 2, ••• n). ·The 
.-Lagrange multiplier is interpreted as the shadow -cost of the resource 
X or the increased return due to a unit increase in resource ·x. 
The same problem can be formulated ·as a dynamic programming 
problem with no restrictions QD continuity or differentiability. 
: 
Before attacking the problem, i·t is appropriate to quote Bellman's 
"principl,e of 9ptimality." 
I • 
"An optimal policy has the property th~t whatever the 
-initial state and initial- decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the f ir~t decision." .. ' . 
To pptimize the allocation problem of equation (2.1) by 
dynamic programming, the allocations are made sequentially,·each 
"· allocatio~ being consistent with the abo.v.e principle. A new function . !,. t·'· . 
' . ·' .. , . 
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. •• • '~, ., . I 
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i' , , ••• : .. • .. ,:· .. 
lo-·'·. 
.. 
- ., .. ,,,,,' 
' 
· representing the optimal poS?sible return considering only the first -
N allocations is defined as follows: 
: ' . . 
(2.7). fn (x) = max 
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int::re~stng. 
If XN is allocated to the Nth usage, then the optimal return 
for the complete allocation is 
(2 .10) gn (Xn) + fn-1 (X-Xn) 
Thus, the principle~ optimality can be expressed mathematically 
for this problem as the recurrence· relation· 
(2 .11) :fn (X) _ = max 
O <' <-
·- ~- X 
The apparent simplicity of this equation conceals some interesting .. 
fundamental concepts. 
At each step in the. allocation process there is a state variable 
·_ whose value completely determines the optimal allocation for all of 
'I the preceding variables. This single value then includes all of 
'' 
' 
the interrelations between preceding decisions and later dec'isions. 
Thus, the system can be co~sidered to have one degree of freedom. 
If the state varia_ble, in this c~se the· unallocated supply of resource 
X, has a finite number of possible values then computation of the 
. 
. 
. optimal allocation recursively using equati~n.(2.11) is relatively 
• 
. 
, a , 
simple .. · - For each possible value of the state variable X entering 
. .,. 
.. fi stage N, fN(X) .is detennined from equation (2.11) and recorded in -
. "~ 
· t·abular :form. Since the f(x) are determined in order f 1 (X), f 2 (X)_, ... . 
•·. \ .... 
: .: .'.: ~. · -·· fN_ 1(X)., a tab~lar _listiqg' of fN-l t_!) is available fo_r all possible 
• I " 
y before £N(X) is. computed.· Because every possible state of the 
' ' . 
_ ,,· . variable X has bt:en considered at each stage, . all possib_l~rluti()DS 
- ' ' 
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t.o the problem hav·e in ·fact 
0 
been cons·idered· and the. -op~iiDUDi selected· 
over N periods. T~is optimal return is 
~ ., . 
(2.12)· R* (N, X) -
-
max (X) 
0 sxsx • .. 
and is a -function of the amount of· resource available X and the 
number of allocations to be made N (i. e ~ , the planning norizon) • 
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As will become clear in.the later development of this thesis;.·; '· 
the n~two~k=§cheduling problem is non-finite with deterministic 




approaches to non-finite problems using dynamic programming algorithms. 
\R.A. Howard treats a s]>teady_ state stochastic Markov process as the 
I . 
'. ' . 
. limiting case of finite series· of optimal decisions for the control . ~ ·.~ . '' . -; . 
~ 
of a stochastic process (1_7). · Richard Bellman presents a lengthy 
• l 
treatment of the limit of a finite series of deterministic decisions 
as N, the n1:1111ber of decisions goes to infinity (2). In neither of 
these cases is there sufficient structural similarity between the 
problem treated and the network problem to allow transfer of tech-
nique. The third treatment of non-finite processes was developed 
by Wagner and Whitin to solve a deterministic inventory reorder 
quantity problem· over a finite planning horizon (30). During this 
development, several theCDr.ems w~re proven whose object was to reduce 
computation time for the algorithm but which also imply that the 
process need not be finite. 
The Wagner-Whitin algorithm is based on the material balance 
-e·quation 
-
- y + Q_j-dj j .. (j = 1,2, ... . N) 
- . . , I 
'.. where y. · is the inventory level at the end of the j-lst ·period. · J ' 
. ,. 
.... , ' 
-... ,,, -: 
:· . . ·_: ~ .. 
. . 
l ! ' . ~ 
\ l. -. . •. ' 
·I 
Qj is the order qu&Jl.tity arriving at the s~a-rt of period j 
. dj' is. the demand in· ·perio<l '·j 
.•. 
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( The .variable cost of .ordering and ~o.lding inventory incur~ed o_ver. 
,,· . ·"-'. ·. ,. 
. .. 1 /· ·'. 
the plan~ing-horizon are 





.. j is the fixed cost of placing an order in period j 
·f 
I jc is the carrying charges of_ a sing le item over period j 
·o if Q• 0 -
-6 J .. 
-
• -J .1 if Qj > 0 
If now we define the sequence of functions 
k (2 .15) 
Zk ( ~ ) = min 
fQj l L j=l A. 8 . J J + I Cy j j+l .. . 
• 
.... 
. Then we can d~fi,ne Zk recursively ~s 
(2.17) . 
The reade-r will ·note that while this equation resembles 
' 
.,: . . ., 
· equation (2.11) there is one very significant difference. The 
state variabl_e yk (or~) is defined recursively as the sum,_ of y j-l 
and the_ quantity (Qj~I ~ dj-1) whose value is hot limited ·by any · 
I 
constraint. It woulcl seem th~n that in the solution· of the problem.· 
f· mQst be varied continuous,ly :from-. zero to +oe for each k in 
.. 




~ .. ·equ_ation (2 .. 16) •· lt is fortunate that for· the sake Qf computatio~a1· :' 
. ... 
. ~ 
·feasibility. this 'is not the case. The statement of the Wagner-Whit.in • 
>.··theorems that follows will be patte-rned. after .. the ~resentation of . 
\ 
s. -· Ellll&ghraby (9) :. ·· \ . 
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.. 
Theorem 2-1: ' . There exists· an. optimal program --~uch · that YjQj _ = O ·tor.··· ... , .. 
all j. 
'!':>:,, .··.·; ' ' . •' Theorem 2-2: - There exists an optimal program such that for all k 
r 
~ dj j=k. 
,. ..... < for some r, k Sr_ N. 
· Theorem 2-3 :. There exists-an optimal program such that if d 
. t2 
is satisf_ied by some Qt , t 1 < t 2 then all demands dj, 
. l 
j = t + 
.1 1, ... 
,3' 
. ' 
_ t 2 - 1 are also satisfied by Qt . 
. 1 " ' • 
Theorem 2-4: Given that in the optimal solution for the N-period 
horizon Yt = O for period t, it is optimal to consider periods 1 
through t by themselves. 
Theorem 2-5: If in the f'orward ~ algori thlil, the minimum cost at period 
t 2 occurs for Qt1 
> O, t 1 ~ t 2 , then in ~eriods t 
to consider only periods _j such that t 1 .$ j S t. · 
> t 2 .it is sufficient 
" 
In particu_lar if 
then it is sufficient to consider programs such that Qt 
. 2 
> 0. 
Theorems (2-1).-~hrough (2-3) can be justified on the intuitive 
notion that there is no reason to reach the end of one period wit~ 
• I • only- su-ffi~ient inventory to satisfy part of the fallowing period's. 
demand and therefore that there is no reason to reorder before the 
- inventory level reaches zero (assuming zero lead time). These theorems 
·alone .are sufficie~t to _lim~t yk and ~herefore E to a finite number. 
' 
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'. Theorem (2.;..4) can be interpreted as proving that there is a finite 
span of the effect of any decision, It may not be possible to 
determine in ·advance what that span is, but it is certainly finite. 
Implicit in the theorem is a technique of solving an infipite 
,. 
. ; . 
planning horizon problem with periodically repeating demand patterns 
by :separating the horizon into an infinite sequence of .. P~oblems 
. " . 
. , 
having finite planning horizons. The special conditions under 
,.. 
which solutions of:: this type may ·be carried out must be determined 
, by further investigation. The important con.capt that will be · 
carried over to the network problem is that any decision, even a 
non-optimal one has only a finite span of influence, and beyon~ that 
span 'the- optimality of the. solution is not affected by it·. 
Theorem (2~5) is ·a decision rule to recognize the earliest 
point in the computations at which a strategy becomes absolutely 
dominated by another strategy so that the first alternative may 
. be eliminated·from the competition. The an~logy between the 
.. 
Wagner-~1 tin mod~l :.and· the dynamic progra-nuning netwo:rlc scheduling 
·,, 
. -
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:III -· A MODEL OF THE NETWORK· 
;,. 
. ' 
. If ' 
. "· . 
The 01;ig~nal problem on wbic~ this investigat.ion ls based is a 
communications network of st·ar configuration propos~~d for the off-line· 
·transmission of data between pl-ant locations within a single company. 
-
The network will· have thirty or more term.inals that are intercon-
nected at a central switching location. Since each location will have 
a limited number of terminal units, competition between various queues 
for the use of a particular terminal or pair of terminals will exist. 
Each location can be thought of as having twenty-nine outgoing queues,. · 
one to each other location. The total number of queues that can be 
satisfied at each moment is dependent on the number of lines available 
to the central point a~d the assignment ·of ltnes t<? queues at each 
p~rticular moment. For the sake of simplicity lines and terminal 
uni ts wi 11 be referred to interchangeably. A mess.age occupies both 
line and terminal s·imul taneously and sufficient lines are always· 
available 'tO serve all functio·ning termin~ls ~ 'A~~i val. rates in· each. 
·queu~ vary widely with time of day due to time·zone difference and 
, 
V • 
. ,0 .. -
. , 
..: 
• local demand. Priori t·ies are assigned to messages on the basis of 
·" 
importance and urg~ncy. 
For the actual system, ·no economically-feasible· approach to 
sc~eduling, other than by heuristic rules seems possible. It is f.elt , 
-that by developing ·scheduling algorithms and testing their effect on· 
a simplified model, significant insight into the problem can be gained •. · 
The following simplifying assumptions have been adopted: 
1. On.lY a 4 terminal n.etwork will be considered. ', 
: .. . 
• . ,ir .· • , .. : . . - . 
.. • . _l. 
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2 • . No priorities will be considered.-. . ·,... . 
.( 
. 3. No direct consideration of time zone effects will .be made. · The·y 
~ ~ .. / •'.,{ .. ~ 
.. 
'will be reflected indirectly in the variance of demand between 
periods. 
4. Only one line from each location to the central switching.point 
' 
will be allowed. - I I 
5. The expected value of arrival rates 1n~·queues will be used as a 
determ1nistic demand in scheduling the network. The.effect of 
. ~-
this as·swnption will be tested by simulating network pe.rformance 
under stochastic traffic flows. 
6. The day is divided into finit~ periods for sc~eduling. Period 
., 
,. 
.. length is deterrn.ined by an. economic balance between set up time 
'J 
a,nd idle time. The effect of variation of· period length wi~l not 
,, be :considered lin, this paper • 
.. 
. 
·1 •.. No queue jumping will be allowed. 
I' 
Before developing a scheduling--a-lgorithin, it is nece.:;sary to-
, discus~ possible criteria that can be optimized. One (1) pos·sible 
criteria·is the minimization of,machine idle time. Another (2) is 
the minimization of maxiJl!um wai.ting time for a mes sag~.. A third (3) 
is the·minimization of,total message· waiting time or expected wa~ting 
·time. It ·is clear that since·the number of messages is fixeq and ·no 
queue jumping occurs, the _minimization of expected waiting time re-
·~ ' 
Cl. 
• . • ~ 
















-mality with· respect to ~riterion 3 guarantees optimality with respect· • I -
:~ 
to crtterion 1 but t.he reverse is not t.rue'! .. If, ·idle, time ,exists" at. Ill;. • 
' ' 
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., . 
various times of day · then ·a message could be ·assigned to a-ny of 
.-these periods and· still satisfy criterion l but the message waiting· 
time would be considerably different. Criterion 2 is dependent on 
1 individual events and i.s not appropria~e- to a model based on expected 
. f 
.. J,' 
. ...... _. 
'• I 
.J' .. 
values of demand. 
Throughout this paper, minimum expected waiting time will be the 
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IV - A BRANCH & BOUND SCHEDULING'ALGORITHM 
1 I · 
It was mentioned in section I of .. this paper th~t the network· 
scheduling problem for a· single period can be formulated as a capaci-
tated transportation problem with integer constraints. This problem 
takes the form: -· • 
~ 
-






--~ ..... _ ... 
· .. (5 .. 2) (k = 1,2, ... P) 
(5.3) X. ·.k + Qijk. > D ... k (a11·1, j, k) 1J aol'!' 1J: 
(5.4) 
where 
.!t>'.' j ,· 
xijk > 0 (all 1, j, k) -
Xijk are·integers 
Dijk is the arrival rate in the i, jth queue in period k, · 
Cijk is the penalty cost ass.igned. to the event that a message 
:~ 
of unit length in, ·queue ij waits .unti,l the next period for· 
. . .... 
. . . 
transmission. I 
.Qijk is the.length of the queue of-messages·to be sent from 
terminal i to terminal j ·after the kth period due. to the' . 
following: 
·(a). -no. flow·· assigned to the i~. jth queue in period· k. ,.:. 
. ' 










- . ' " 
· (b) insufficient flow assigned· to the i, j th · queue in ·. ·. 
period k· t.o satisty· ~ccumqi•ted.demand • 
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equal to the flow from the i-,- jth· queue during moment k. 
Dijk' Xijk and Qijk are normalized so that one unit of these variables· 
repPesents the transmission capacity of any link over one full period. 
Equatfon (5.2) can be interpreted as requiring that the total 
flow over one link in a single period be consistent w·ith the link 
. . . J . ,j 
capacity. Equation (5.3) requires that_ the algebraic sum of all 
. . 
message t-raffic into a node -be zero. Th is is· analogous to Kir.koffs 
current law.in circuit theory. 
,,. 
. For the ~ore complex case of multi-period scheduling the·simple 
'transportati<?n model is· n·o longer valid. Figure 4 is a representation ,, 
of traffic flows through the.:. network over several time periods. The 
" 
_extended problem can be thought.of as a capacitated transportation 
problem with uni-directional transhipment allowed between certain 
nodes and where only the transhipment incurs a penalty cost. · 
The problem has become so complex that no computational advantage 
would result from attempting to solve it using transportation tech-
\ . 
.. 
- .. ; 
,· -. 
,., niques. The problem, can b~ forinu;l.ated· 'BS an integer, linear program-: . 
.J 
ming problem as follows: 
·(5.5) min z = E . 
i, j' k. ,, 
· · subject to · . 
· · · ., · ~ ( 5 6) 
. .. . xijk. 
. 




,, ~~jk, + ~Qijk ~ Qij (k-1) > -
. " 
. ' 
i • •••• 
.. - ·/ 
,, . 
.·:.. : . .. ..·. ~-~·-: 
xj.ik <.·· 1 
-
( 1= 1, 2, • • • m, k= l , _2 ., .• • • P.) . 
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. ' " Xijk integers ·• ,.. .. I 
• 
.. ... 
To determine optimal assignment~ for a 4 terminal network over ·a 5 
~-
period horizon using the above mixed integer prograf!lllling formulation 
requires a co~straint system of 80 equations in 260 variables, 
including slack and artificial·variables. Sixty of the variables are 
con-strained to be· ·integers. 
Equation (5. 7) could b.e rewritten as follows to demonstrate the· 
basic recursive nature· ·of this· problem .. · 
· ( 5 •9 ) Qijk ~ Dijk - Xijk + Qij(k~l). 
Thus it is impossible to determine the queue lengths in the kth 
period until after the queue length in. the k-1 st peri.od has been 
. determined. Any mixed integer programming algorithm · to be used in 
solving this problem should proceed. in a recrusive manner for maxi-
mum efficiency~ Since there is no relationship between the costs 
~f, Qijk and_ Qij (k-l) tqat woul~ force a solution to the problem to 
proceed'· in the optimal sequ~nce. 
,t- .. •. .. 
Such a sequence must ·be imposed 
artificially. The·branch and bound algorithm provides ready means • 
. to· control the sequence of the soluti_on · and so it was chosen for this 
problem. 
' . ., In order to progra_m the algorithm it is necessary to choose a 
. s.et of_ ·branching rules. Pi; . · The most .obvious possible choice is the -
. ~lte~native integeri~ations of ~a~h of. _the variables Xijk·... For a 
' 5 period b_ori.zon, this would' require · 60 levels of b~anching ·and a . . .' . ~ . . . 
, ..... .., 
,tV. • • : 
~· .... . ' . . . 
• . • ,i 
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minimum of 120 .L-P· solutions o1 the 80 by 2.60 problem.. It~ is pos·s~ble . .f 
./, 
... 
to reduce the dimension of the problem and at the same· time reduce 
. ,-.:. 
the levels of branching bi a change of variables. In each ~eriod · 
there are 12 possible combined flows. One o:t these possible com-
. 
.. binations is flow from terminal 1 to terminal 2 concurrent with flow 
from terminal 3 to terminal 4. Th.is particular combination will be 
called flow 1 and • denoted Flk for period k. The variables and 1S new 
~A 
their ,.equivalents are listed·· in Table 1. 
.... ~~ . 
iJ~ •. The· f.ollowing equalities.hold true for a four terminal network 
_, 
i fo:r all· k. •· 
0 
,t·· ,i 
Flow Condition Equivalent ·X Condition :~·: 










·F3k - 1 
~lk - 1 n x34k - 1 - -
F4k·= 1. X21k - l n x43k - 1 - -
• 
..... 
F5k 1 xl3k 1 X24k i 
.. • 
-





Falt - 1 ·.Xl3k - 1 n X42k - l 







·F ~ 1 ;. .· . X3lk - 1 n X24k =·1. -
.: : ... w 
-. 7k ·.• .. 
' . 
Fsk - 1·. 
.x3lk - l n· X42k - 1 - - "'!-
FgJc· - l xl4k - 1 n 






_Flok= 1 X14k - l n X32k 1 -- -'· .. 
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·x34k = F1k + Fak 
X43k = F.2k + :4k 
X24k = F5k + F7k 
X42k = F6k + F8k 
X23k = F9k + Fllk 
~2k = FlOk+ Fl2k 
Xl2k = Flk + F2k ". 
~21·k = F3k + F4k 
X13k = F5k + Fak 
x3lk = F1k .+ Fsk 
Xl4k = F9k + ~lok· 
X4lk = Fllk+ Fl2k 
- 32 ~ 
• 
'\ 
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Substituting into equations (5. 5-5. 9) the L-P prob le~ becomes·: 




i cs.23> L 
i=l 
F.k S 1 1 . (for· k= 1, 2, .•. P) 
,, . 
. ·~ 
(5.24) ·> Dijk. (a_ll i,j,k) 
where a and bare determined by equations (5.10)-(5.21)-
" 
" Fik, Qijk . ~ 0 
. F ik integer 
r:, , "' 
. ' 












,, --- . _ The branc~ing rule P1 for the 1th level will now be the alternative 
. 
• : • ! • 
' . ... 
' • , . .. (;_.. I . , 
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· t · t-. f t.h ith . d.fl . bl Si F 1 1n eger1za 10n. o · e. per10 ow var1a es. nee .k = 
J 
(j-l,2,-•• -.12) are-mutually exclusive events for each.k the t;ra~sformed-
The transformed constraint · · ·.·:I 
" ' · 1 
· · search will have only 5 levels of t-branching ~ 
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. f • . 
system consists of -65 equat'ions ~11 245· variables. The branching rules, 
- -~ 
defi·ned in thi-s manner possess properties 1, 2, and 3 as discussed 
previously. This insures the convergence of the branch and bound 
process .as well as i_ts efficiency. The lower bound for each subset 
can again be established using a linear programming algorithm. 
The branch and bound algorithm for the transformed problem has 
been programmed in FORTRAN for µse. on the IBM System 360/50. The 
' ~·' ·, 
• 
simplex algorithm was used for· the L-P · solution. The program listing'· 
- ' is included in Appendix 1. Other approaches to programming this 
algorithm using machine language and the MPS package would undoubt-
.. edly give faster, more efficient solutions but it is felt that the_ 
'.•· running time of the FORTRAN program will be representativ·e of similar 
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. I . 
· ·v_ · · A Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm Based on Dynamic Programming 
A. The Optimal Scheduie By Dynamic Programming ,. 
~th Qij and Dij defined as in ~hapter IV let us further define--~ 
·. · d. as the jth component of a decision vector where the val~e of dj . j ' ' 
represents the choice of flow combination in the jth period. The 
... 
penalty incurred during the nth p~riod is: 
(5.1) Pn = 
Note that the state variables at the nth stage are the values 
~ 111 , Q2n,' ••• Qkn. The minimum cumulative penalty. for. the first · 
n stages can be defined as: 
A 
(5.2) fn . (Qln' Q2n' .. • Qb) = min 
~ d J k 
n 
L j=l t i=l 
after a series of decisions d1d2 ... dn in periods 1,2, ... n respectively. 
There is ·a basic recurrence relation between fn and fn-l of the 
followin_$ form 
.;. 
- A A . 
" (5 .3) ·. fn (Qin' Q2n' .. . Qkn). ~ min 
- . ·1.Fi } 
Pn +. f n-1 {Qln~Fln + D·1n·' 
<,: 
Q2n-r2n + n2· ' •••. Qk.· - F + Dk ) 
. ·· "··. n · n kn n 
which follows directly from the con·serva·tion, of traffic equation 
(5·.4). Qk,··n+i = Qkn + Dkn - Fkn (for all n, kz::1,2, ... 12) 




on the positive values that may be reached by Qkn. Qkn may vary 
continuousfy from O to + oO since ~t is dependent on f kn. whi'ch is ,a. 
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. non-negative. · ~ome obser-vatio:ns ·can be made, analogous. to .the 
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Th·eorem.5-1 F ill be 1 t'o the .lesser of ( · ) kn w equa ,, Qkn +- l\n and 1 • . 
'· . -··-~ <<·., _ .. Proo~:_· Fkil ts constrained frombeing·larger than the .lesser·of_ ··· .. 
(Qkn. + Dien> and 1 by the non-n~gati vi ty constraint·s. 
• 
.Define Bn = tne lesser of <~n + Ditn> and 1 
A 
assume fn (Qin, ... Qkn> is based on an optimal sequence of ·_flows 
Fkn one of which satisfies the equation 
(5.5) Fn < 8n 
A-
. (5. 6) ·f n -(Qin·, ••• Qkn) = min 
I • , 
.. o.· 











., .. : "\_- . 
. . . 
. . ...... 
<l • ·- • ' I 
' ... •. 
. ' 
I . I Now, form th~ new function fn (Qin, . .• .. Qkn) all of whose flows Fk _ 
satisfy the following_equations 
(5.7) · F~ = Fkn for k 'F, p . 
.-
; 
-. I . 
·(5.8) F = B 
•. pn. n 
I . . (, 
( 5 •. 9) fn {Qln' ···~kn) = ·pn - L + .·f I .. 1 (Ql - Fl + .Dl , •.• 'O, • · ••.. n n- n n n . 
I ·,,; I 
thus f n < f~ whi~h contradicts. 'the initial assumption and proV.~S 1 
.. , 
Theorem· 5-1. The decision dn' str.ictly dominates dn ~ Strict 
daninance is defined· in section B of this ·chapter. i·. ' 
... 















for F ij defined ~y- the opt~mal· .P~~~¢y fm,-m+ri and t-he ·loading at 










period m is· defined as·· 
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Theorem 5-2 Consider an optima~ policy (dCi dq+l ..• dq+n> over the 
' . 
. .. finite hor.izon q, .q+l, • ~ .. n. 
. . ' 
The resulting 9ueues are Q8 m wherEl . 
q S m· ~ q+n, a=l,2,· .. . k. 
there is some m· · C (q,q+l, 
If L < 1 then for any a E: (1,2, ••• le) q~q+n 
·Proof 
... q+n) such that Q < 1. am · 
Assume Qam ~ 1 for all m E: (Q,Jt+l, ..• q+µ) .. · Since L < 1 q,q+n -
then for som~ period p (: (q,q+l, ..• q+n) Fbp < .· 1. Propose another 
,· 
policy· (dq'' dq'+l., ... dq+n') whose flows.Fij' are defined as follows: 
. ! . 
, .. 
(5 • 12) · : F ij ' · = F :lj (for j f. p) 
(5.13) Fap'· ~ .1 ~ ... ,. 
' (5 .15) 




' ·, ' ' ' 
(P - (1-Fbp) + f l (Q1p··, ... Q8 p·l, P . p-, q+n 
. ~ 
. .. ·~ 
'• / 
. . 
where the optimal policy yields 
A A,.· 
(5.16) fp,q+n =(Pp+ fp-l,q+n.<Qlp' ..• Q8 p,•••, ·O, ..• Qkp) 
.. /\. 
,. A. 
.clearly, fp;q+n strictly domin~tes fp,q+n• Since fp,q+n is by assump-
tion the true optimal criterion function then Q8 m must be < 1 for 
some value of m E: (q, q+l, : .... q+n) . 
. . · Fortunately, scliedulin·g, a network· wi.th · loa·ding 1 ·ts trivial. 
Therefore we· can res·trict the discussion to those networks with 
l.oading less th·an l ·and for networks of this type, Th~orems &-1 and 
5-2 limit the optimal values ~f ·Qij to , finite nwnber· of discrete .· 
) 
values at each point in time. For each canbination of the possible 
A 
queue values at eacn period_ a value of. fN (QlN, Qax, ... Qkn) may be 
• 
computed ·recursively using -equat.ion (5.3) and a true optimal solution . 
( ' . . . . .. -
·ove:11 any number of ·periods· is. possi.ble. 'Jf, .f~r examp·le, ·ten discr-et'e 
. 
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1,vels were i'_poes~ble in· !ach of twelve. queues,· the .computation~ at 
\,, 
-
.. 10 · .. · •, . · · .. each stage would have to·be made· for 12 combinations.of queue levels. <::1 ., 
.Even • electronic computing equipment, this type of scheduling · using a 
algorithm is clear~ly impractical for even the simplified network under 
study. 
Granted then that no available scheduling algorithm can 
practically determine flD optimum schedule for a network of this 
.. type, is it possible to develop a heuristic algorithm that system-
atically approaches an optimum schedule as computational difficulty 
.·.: increases? The affirmative answer to that question can best be 
proven by the development of the following section . 
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. · -:B .• .. A: Systematic Approximation to a. Dynamic. Program 
- • !l· I 
', 
. : . : '' : ' ' 
... ' 
If is the ·value . . of \ ·, . b ' the·, decision at stage i of the decision ...... · di 
• J • 
... 
--... 
process and if di can take on values 1,2, •.. k then define 
""'J k (5.18) Rfn (~) - L 
i=l 
... 
where dn is ·· determined ~y 
.n+a· 
(5.19). REn (~, d • • .dn+R) - min n+l' 
d - 1, 2, •. ;k 
- 1=1 ... n 
d -n+l ~-=- 1, 2, .•. k 
> •• 
. ... . 
' 
~. '-t-
d . 1,2, ... k -n+R --
-~ 
Rfn · (Qn) will be referred to as-the suboptimal criterion ·function 
of span ·R. · The usual dynamic progranuning optimal criterion function 
(see equation 5.3) computed recursively, is a true optimal taking ~ 
' . 
. 
into account all demand over then period horizon. The suboptimal 
function of span R is determined by a decision at period n selected 
becaufoe its result is optimal over the next R periods . 
·The .decision .v.ector (d1d2 ••.. dn) is defined to be strictly 
. . 
dominan·t if ·and ·only · if 
/\ 





' I for · (d1 · = 1, 2, 3, ... k) 
~ ... 
The decision di= c is defined to be loca~ly dominant at stage 
·n if and only if for some span R · 
. /'\.' 
.. afn. (dn, '~+l, .•• dn+a-> ., 
' 
Qij 
~ . . . 
' . ·~ .... . 
.., 
. . 
~ ~ . . . ,' . 
. • •• 1_' • : .• 
.where d · = c. 
.n . 
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·a . ~, 
... · ·~ · An,Y decision -<1n· that is locally dominant . and which is not in 
l-•·· I 
i-. : 
I ' •• ., 
turn dominated for lar·ger R is· defined to be a dominant decision 
at stage n •. Any series of decisions (dn ... dn+R> where ~. is a 
... 
-
dominant decision and all dominant decisions di, i < n are included 
-· in the decision vector is an optimal decision vector for stages 
·,· 
n, n+l, n+2, •.. n+R. In actual p~ Jctice, many decisions can be shown. 
to be strictly optimal, the optimality of other decisions can be 
·~ti.own to _be dependent on all later demands. In the cases in which 
_ ., strict optimality can be demons_trated, ··the span of the influence of 
a decision is finite as in the Wagner Whitin algorithm and it is 
possible through. sufficient enumeration to arrive at an optimal ,, . 
solution. 
Where the span. of i~l~ence of a decision is non-finite and 
error is found to·decrease with longer computational span, it is 
. possible to determine an economic break even point between excessive· 
computational c~st qnd excessive error cos~. In order to facilitate 
. 
. ' ' 
. . -
··such a computation ~t _is.; po~si)?l~_ to, .derive· a· mathemati~al expres-sion. 
·for the stochastic distribution ·of error as a function of computa-
tional span. , .. - ... 
'·;, 
.I ·~ ·.· !· 
., 
Let S(n) -b~ the probability that an error··<;'will. not· b·e discovered . 
. :"-~ .. ' ... . ' .-.· -
. -~---. -( . 
' . 
. using a comput~tional. span of n+l. ·If-- we define s (n) by 
· .. s(n) ·.= -
·s(n+l) - S(n) 
1 
' then.s(n) can be int:erpreted as ~he probability that anerror will 
. . 
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utilizing the formula for a summation by: pa·rts ·we get 
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The conditional probability that an· error exi~ting af'b,er a. , 
~· .. 
' • 
,computational span of x+l, still exists-at y+~+l is 





The probability of .. an errol," persist.ing until a span of ~x+l. has been·· 
reached is 
(5.27) p· (error at x)' - S(x) r oe 
L .•.<I, S{n) 
n=O -.. ·~ 
.. 
. . , 
. .· ··~ . 
... ·,· 
...... ' . 
r I 
\ 
... S(x) ~ ~ :: · .... ~ .. ~ . • .. p (er:for at x) ~· -
r· ~ N . :.to· 
s 
" . 
If Xis chosln randomly, the probability of an error'discovered 
, 
!?ersisting until X + n +l • 1S 




S(x)· L· (5.29) V(n) -- N· $ 
. . . 
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. . lf we- furth.er assume. that. 
,:. ~~ • -, I. ,' • . 
. . . . . (5.31) ;,· 
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. . . . .· .. 1 (5 .• 32) S(n)· = -
. .. . N 
s L S(X) 
and(5.33) '1S (n) -
-#" 








S(n+l) + S(n+2) + ••••• -s·(n) -S(n+l). ••• 
1 
S(n) 
This is cl~arly a homogeneous difference equation whose solution 
. , . 
can·be determined as follows 
Let (5.35) S(n) - ·e·mn 
,1· 
(5.36)6S(n) mn - ·-me 
-





(5.37) mn 1 mn 0 + ·e :;s me. NS 




(5.39) m = - 1 ··.:~. .. - . 
n 
. ----(5 .• 40) s (n) = e Ns 
If A is. the expected value of any -error then the st·ochastic · 
distribution of errors is 
n 
--(5~41) E(n) = -A~- N:s 
J, : '; .•.• 
.:f •.Y 
..... ,-
' .-.· .. 
~... • • - t, . . 
·.It is interesting to· note. that this distribution very closely 





. . . . 
.1.- in figure 5. This cl-os$ correspondence corroborates the two -. 
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··· (1) · The probability of prolongation of error is independent of, the 
span length in which the error appears. 
. ' 
.(2) The expected value of error is independent of the span length 
· at which it is discovered. 
A series of s·experiments was· performed.for a decision process 
with ·3 s,tate variables utilizing Monte Carlo techniques. Each 
.· experiment consisted of 9 replicates of 100 periods .each. The 
average error values for each experiment· and computational spans.~ 
-of one to five periods are presented in figure 5 •. In general,. 
:; 
,. . 
it was detemined that the error introduced drops exponentially as 
span is incr~ased when the. network is not fully loaded~ · Since 
. error drops exponentially with span S · and cost increases as R8 
• 
•. (where R is the number of state variables). then there must be a 
. 
· span length beyond which costs increase. faster than savings (1.·e., 
an. economic break -even point). 
This then· is the heuristic ··~1e;_ori thm ·chos~n to-~schedule the. 
' . ' 
. . . . . th.. . 
· .. proposed. communication network-•.. The n ·decision dn shall be chosen. 
. .~-- .. '•: 
·'consistant with Rfn (Qn) at each stag~ from the initial stage_ 
'onward. T~e span R chosen for e~perimental work was 3. The · .. 
re.sul ts· are present~d in the f 011·owi1;1g. section·s·. ·. -., . . . 
.•. -·-.:·--f. 
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VI Simulation of Network Behavior Under Scheduled Operation 
. 
. Two separate types of simulation experiments \Vere conducted JJto _ 
.· . 
determine the.characteristics of s~hedules generated by the locally-
. . ;~ .. ' 
. J · enumerative heuristic rule defined in section V. 
.. 
The first type wa~ designed to dete~mine the utility of the· 
algorithm in scheduling a deterministically loaded ne~work. For this_ 






·;.:. ,' :·. <'· _., · · the other ·w·ith. four al ternattves during each- period were chosen.·, · : 
. . I . 




. ~· ... 
.. 
' . 
. , ... : 
.. . ..... 
. ' 
Demand- schedules were generated randomly from an· exponential distri-
. butio:n. Network load_ing and t.he span of the algorithm were· varied to 
determine their effect. on the· mean message waiting time. For each 
c·ombination of span and_ loading, nine. replicates were performed and 
. , 
the mean.·v~lue· is shown i·n Figure 5.· Relatively large variation within 




. ~he primary purposes of this series of ~xperiments were: 
1. T-o t~st the u~ili~y and feasibility of_ the,. p~~posed locally-. 
en~erative algorithm . 
" ·. 








conf·irm the expe_cted e.rror distribution d_e.rived' in sect.i.on· v· .. g :_ •. 
. " 
·· 3. To determine experimentally the effect of line. loading on 
the· efficiency of· the. alg·orithm· . 
{_, .. 
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,loaded communications network. 1 It was expected t~at: such a system 
w1~uld ·increase average message waiting time, but until ·quant.itative· 
; . ~;- '; 
. ' 
results had been observed no decisioll on system.feasibility,could 
be reached. 
. The scheduling algorithm chose.n for this experiment ~as again 
the heuristic algorithm proposed in section V. For a decision 
process of 'the size of the four terminal network model, no other 
fe_asible scheduling procedure is known to the author that makes 
.. ! ,. . 
. ! 
. ~ny pretentions to -even approac.hing optimality. q 
. 
. The simulation of network behavior under stocliast.i~ ,,1-oading 
/' .. ' . 
·was .accomplished by the sequential operation of two lndependent <· 
.computer programs. The first of these·. "The deterministic arrival 
·rate-and. schedule generatoru generated a daily arr~y of mean· 
interarriva1 times. These times were uniformly distributed · .. 
.. 
random variables whose mean value depended ·on the network loading 
" 
desired. The average message length was held at 00022 hours 
throughout this series o.f experiments •. · From· the . iriit.ial condition 
' 
. . 
. . ;. 
. of zero queues, ·the de:terministi.c .s~heduling algorithm converged .. 
-
' to a stable da'ily s·chedule and· stable· queue distriQutiori whithin 
.three schedule-days of operatio~ except under. extreme· loading • 
• 
In· those cases.whe~e convergence did not occur,: the fifth daily.· 
schedule was arbitrarily chosen· as the operating schedule.-
' " .. . 










•. . . 
. . ' ,,._ " . . ' . . . tt· control was transferred to the Four terminal ·network simulator .. . .' . . . . ···_u· .• 
. 'program where network operation under scheduled control was· . " ' ' ..... '· 
,. .. 




Message ·arrivals were ·· generated· f:rom, a PQisson dis-
1.•· ·:l ' . 1 ... ~-- ~1 .o ,· • ' 
• • •• I : ,· : 
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tribution and message lengths were exponent~ally distributed; . For ( 
each
1 
loading rate, three replicates of the experiment were performed. 
' .. 
I 
It was found that chance combinations within the randomly generated 
mean __ inter arrival times caused some variance between replicates. 
.. . 
_.,..,:•· 
In this serie.s of experiments, schedules were made in increments ·of . ' 
.. :>::?J.;O.:•,~?: -h~'(ir.s ~ . 
• ·,· •, "::r.<.' •• . . ';,,,y ... ,·: . .. . • .. 
·. ;'_··-: .- :-~~? ' .. -:,. ': . . ~-
. ~ . 
The· results of this· series of experiments cari. be seen in figures 
. . 
. 
· e· and 7. The principle purposes. of this experiment were: . 
To determine the quantitative effect of pre-scheduled_ 
. . 
.operation on a randomly loaded network • 
,· . 2. To determine the effect of _pre-scheduled operation on -queue 
·}, 
buildup in a stochastically loaded network. 
. . . 
.. The r·esults of both series of experiments are discussed i·n detail 
.. 
·1·n section ·v11 of this paper. 
" . 
. . 
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\ ; . 
,·. . . 
' ... · 
. ~ .. . 
. l' ·1 · . . " ... 
. ' 
,•,'. L 
v .... t . . '. ~ . VII Conclusions 
' The inh~rently sequential nature of que""'e buildup.in a 
. 
network requires that any efficient scheduling algorithm proceed 
computationally in a rec~rsive manner. ·The only int.eger programming 
" 
.. ,. 
algorithm i~ which the sequ~rice of solution can be contr·olled with-· 
,· ..• J 
~ 1 .' ·. 
out introduc~~g a~tificial costs is the Branch and Bound approach. 
. , 
. . . 
.. 
a 
. . . . 
. 
. 
. 1- • '. 
•· 






:. .~. .. . . ,. : ·and bound integer programming . algorithm developed in chapter IV on .. . . . 
ft 
• 
an: lBM. 360/50 computer. Thi~ .algori tmn failed to reach an integer 
. _ .. solution to a sample problem in more than 3.54 hours of· computation-•. · 
, .. It. is conceivable that more efficient -linear programming algorithms 
· ~ might reduce the required machine. tiine. signiff:cantly~ · In no case · 
however could this technique prove feE}sible for day to day use·. . . 
A direct applicati·on of dynam!c prograµ1J11ing to this probl·em 
· has likewise been determined .. to be posslble but not computa:tionally 
·feasible.· · 





• .-; ' ;a,.. . 
.. . . ·~··, - . ~ 
. :, 
. ·_. . .,,, .. 
-,.. .. '. _ .. 
. . ',: 
. ·,·~ : .. . .• .. ;' 
· ·.\ .. adapted from the Wagner-Whitin dynamic programming .inventory model 
"and used to justify a heuristic-dynamic programming technique 
• . 
:·- . 
·i~tilizing a COinputa_tion of· limited span. This · approach has been, f OUrid 
to. yi.eld stoc·hastic errors whose· empclrical distribution asymptotically . · 
r L ..;n . 
• ·appr?aches 2 . e . for ·a · co~putational span of n for the particular 
. . 
. ~ ' . 
. ·.· ·. ·. ·figure 5 for. the c;ase of deterministic .message arrival rate, agree.s .. ~ _. 
·. • .. closely with the ·theoretical error distribution derived in se~tion 
5-B. ·. The ·discovery that errors resulting. fr~· a su~opti~•l. sp~nni.ng 11 , 
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' process have a well defined stochastic form, could, if true .in the 
general case, make possible an economic trade· off between compute-
,_ ... ·' I ( • 
tional cost and expected,cost of·erro:r introduced, by,the suboptimal 
. . .. 
· nature of· the algorithm. It would then be possible to find an opt~mal 
.span of the decision process dependent on such parameters as computer 
speed and the cost of errors in a particular process. · A much more 
generalized investigation of_error distributions resulting from such 
.:' ~: . 8 process must··°-.be made before. $UCh · 8 ·conclu·sion can be validated. 
The· loc_ally-enwnerative .algorithm developed in chapter V seems 
. ' . • .1 . 





c·9nE;Jidered. The processing time on an IBM system 360/50 with Fortran G · · 
<• ', . 
.. . , 
" 




. . . 
work ·op.eration, the usual . time necessary to · converge to. a stable' 
schedule. This type of algorithm can be t~ought of as filling a gap 
-
between -a strictly op'timal deciston made by dynamic programming and 
1, . . • . 
a C01'tpletelyheuristic algorithm that,dqes not systematically. approach 
. . . 
. ·. . . 
. ., 
4' - . . . 




. ,'• ,. 
. . .• .~ 
"., .. 




. ·.: ' ~- . :.;_ .... 
. · ,. . 
. . . 
optiJI!ality. The computatio1;1a·1 effort is midway between the~e two: 
~ . 
·extre~~ approaches for ~ sequential decision process~· 
. ' 
The effect of pre-scheduled operation on message wa·iting time 
-in· a stochasticaliy loaded network can be seen in Figure 6. Message 
~ ~ . 
waiting time increases faster than loading until loading exceeds 130%. · 
' . 
. . . 
.. . (Note .. that a loading of 200% is theoretically possible in the·. four 
terminal network since two channels may transmit simultaneously). ·.For 
' . ' . . . 
· a· ·1oading in excess· of 130$ the network· became· unstable and ~ueues -·. . . 
. j>. ~ ' . .. ' 
· .. · : · began to;-: increase without lin1it. Beyond 13(%~ . the heuristic a.lgori thm 
~ 
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i .:..,,· 
continued to find a solution to the deterministic problem and could 
... 
have been used to operate the system on a message-switching basis 
.. 
' , . 
with real time control. 
. .. 
A regression analysis was made of the data of Figure 6. An 
exponential component in the relation between waiting time, and load-
., 
ing was highly significant ( a = ~01) but the intdication of other. 
terms was also significant ( a = .05). The coefficient of;,···· 
correlation w_as 0.81. 
The maximum queue l~ngth encountered._.in '3200 peri.ods of·'. · 
simulated operation is shown in Figure 7. It increases linearly 
with loading over the loading range tested. A regression analysis 
indicates the presence of a linear component in the relation between 
maximum queue length and loading is· highly significant (a= 
The hypothesis that higher order terms do not'exist cannot _be 
., 
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The possibility of determining an economic break even point 
between the cost of computation in preparing a. schedule and the 
expected value of the error introduced due to the suboptimality of 
the schedule would significantly increase the efficiency of all 
existing hueristic scheduling algorithms and decision rules • 
. 
Lack of time has prevented a more extensive testing.of t~e error 
distribution introduced by the suboptimization. technique developed 
in this paper. A more generalized study of this problem would be 
'#" 
..,. ... " 
valuable. 
·The general form of the communication network scheduling 
'C'l.1 
_· .problem is repeated in many,similar scheduling problems notably, 
<. 
the oil.pipeline scheduling problem and the traffic light sequencing 
problem. The results of this investigation could be applied to other 
.. 
problems of this type and provide an economically feasible method of 
. . 
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WRXTE(3ol»PEN 
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- :~c .--- OliTERMlN·1·sr1c ARRIVAL'S• FOU~ STA-TE VARIABLES_ -H~URISTIC'. SCHEDUL'IN(i 
DIMENSION OC4,10SJ,STATEC4),KAOCS),COMPC4>·,poTC5)tPOTAC5) 
.,_ 
- · 1 FORMAT«3Xo6Fl2.6) ' 
.... ' - ."- . · .. - T ~ ~ ?I .e.,<:a. . . IN·g1.1~~ 
'-- .;_•oe· -_ - 802 00 96 K,o ! o 5 
.• - ·.-
-~-- · 96 POT«R)cOo 
800 READ«2o!)AM 
. .. :· :-· DO 19 Ec!elOS 
. . -




... -·- •" --
. .- ... 
,_ ,• . 
'. ,• ~' -· - . 
CALL RANDU«INT,ARFJ 
ARG~«~ALOGaARF>*AMl 
- 10 0 « ~ o K > nARG 
19 CONTINUE -
. ._r·~ 
DO 900 JKK•ltS 
. . - ~ DO '91 Xo!t4 
--· 97 STATE«X»nOe 
. . ; 
;;;' .. -
. . . - -
I .~~ ' ... > • 
~ . 
- _"' k • • .. • ._ 
PENoOo - . 
DO 10! t(alolOO· 
TOTLol0000009e 
., · DO lOQ X n]. o4 
KAD « ! ) o Il 
' IF«JIK~!>7!t7116l 
'.. ' ' ,-
- . . ...... 
. - . - . ·, ~ . 
.. :· · ..:---· .:~ · 61 DO 100 !Aol ,4 
~ 
:.. KAD(2)oXA 
I F « d X KC) 2 ) 12 , 7 2 t 62. .. 
-··r-·:::_.--,._ ·· 62 DO lO·O XB=lt4 
. 
.... > • ~ KAD«3>o1S 
- . 
. ;. - .. .. 
. . ' 
JF«JIK~3>73o73,63 
.63 DO 100 ICs!,4 
K.ADC4)~xc ...... · . . .. 
. I·F « Jl K0 4 » 74 o 74 t64. 
- _, 
. . -
_· - .,. 64 DO 100 I D=l t4 
rKAD(S)cID 
GO TO 75 
. ; . 71 IA•4 
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-.· ·'"74 1D•4 
~- - :·-:,· -· - _ ... _- 75 CONT I NUE 
00 20 IOK•l- t4 
_·_·.?-_ -· ••. 20 COMP( IOK)=STATEC JOK> 
., ~ . 
TOTmOo 
- - ... - ~ · -~ 60 00 3 l JOB l t JI K 
DO 3! Joto'+ 
.JOR=JO+KG)l-
. . . 
-COMP( J > oCOMPC J) +D_C J ,JOR) 




~ • - ~~-- - . 1: • • 3 2- I F ( COMP C ti > • l • ) 3 3 , 3 4 t 3 4 
~ - - 3~ ·COMP(J)oCOMP(J)-le 
GO TO 39 . . -- . .,. .. . . 
33 COMPCJ)mOe 
39 Tor~roT+COMP(J) 
·-1_·<: 31 CONTINUE 
IFCTOT~TOTL>41,41,100 ~~...:,....,, . -- -~ . ·-"':·. -.,. 
. 41 TOTL2TOT 
';.· IHOLDai-
r - <. _·,. 
- 100 CONTINUE ·- ' 
·• ::: -- '!'-, - ·'. --
:. :,- .. 
. .;_:-,. ;,t.: ...... ~_c, r :-• . 
. ·, 
00 102 j•l,4 




_GO TO 102 . 
52 STATE«J»sSTATE(J)•le 
-~-~ - · ·102 PENcPfN+&TATECJ) 
GUNKmXHOLD . 
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C:- DETERMINISTIC ARRIVAL•THREi STATE VARIABLE•HEURISTI°C RULE·-
. . J.'. DIMENSION 0C3,10SltSTATEC3),KA0CS)tCOMPC3> l FORMATC3Xo5Fl2e6) 
INTa99l 
800 READ(2ol)AM 
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DO 900 JIK•l,5 
00 97 Xo!e3 
97 &iATE(X)aO• 
PENoOo 
00 .. 10! f<ol,100 
TOTLol0000009e 
DO l 00 XO l t 3 · 
KAO(l)cX 
IF«~K~~lJ7lt7lt61 
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KADC2)nXA 
IF(J!K 0 2)72,72t62 
62 00 !00 JBule3 
-KAD«:?lJa!B 
IF«JXK~3!73o73i6i. 
63 oo 100 1c~1;3 
KAD«4)rn!C 
IF«JXKQ4)74,74,64 
~·64 DO lOO·XD=lt3 
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60 DO 31 JOol,JIK. 
DO 3 A c:J f3 l o 3 
JQRgJO~K 0 l 
COMP«~»~coMPCJ.)+OCJ,~OR> 
IFCKAD(JO)-J)39t32ti9 
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~ ·- 41 TOTLoTOT 
IHOLOm:I 
100 CONTINUE 
' DO 102 J•l,3 
STATE(J>•STATECJ>•DCJ,K) 
1F«IHOLO~J)l02t50tl02 
50 IF«STATE(J) 0 le)5lt51t52 
51 SfATE«t:J)oOo 
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AjJKg~IK . 
·. 900 WRITE(3ol)PEN,AM,AJIK 
GO TO 800 
801 CALL EXIT 
END 
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